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System Analytics
The Analytic Tools in the DECK Admin Panel offer the best opportunity to dig into your system data. See your
system data in easy-to-understand color graphs, with many customizable features to help you get the most
useful visualization of the exact data points you want to analyze.
The basic interface seen below shows the default Analytic display for single systems. The thick gray bar under
the System Navigation Links contains Preset Tabs to generate graphs for one or more commonly used data
sets based on the capabilities of your system. For example, all systems will include a quick link to create a
basic system generation graph. But only systems that include a source of irradiance data will include a Preset
Tab to generate an “Irradiance vs kWh” graph.

All Analytics pages provide a quick one-click option to
download raw system data. Clicking this icon will generate
a .csv spreadsheet file that downloads to your local computer (for more data download options, see Section 5, p. 51).
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System Advanced Analytics
The Advanced Analytics page view includes this 3-window interface where you can select specific system
nodes and data types to plot together on one graph. (This interface is also the default display of the Analytics
page accessed from the Global Views drop-down menu in the black stripe at the top of each page... see p. 28.)
Fully Customizable Graphs:
This interface allows you to create fully customized graphs featuring any available data points within each
system. Choose your desired reporting node from the system tree in the first window, then choose your
desired data points from the list in the second window. See your compiled list of data points, and omit entries
(as desired), in the third window.

1
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Select Graph Type: You can choose a traditional “Historical” graph, or choose “Scatter” (scatter plot) or
“CUSUM” graph formats if desired (available in Global Analytics and Advanced Analytics only).

2

Time Frame Presets: You may choose among preset options ranging from one day to system life.

3

Select Data Granularity: This tool allows you to select the temporal granularity of your data sets;
options are “Auto,” “As Reported,” “15 min,” “Hourly,” “Daily,” and “Monthly.”

4

Custom Time Frame Sliders: The gray bar at the bottom of the page shows a lifetime timeline for the
data points selected. You can manually move each slider to create your own custom time frame.

5

Custom Time Frame Selector: Clicking on the date range here will open a pop-up window that
allows users to select start and end dates for your data set using an intuitive calendar selection tool.

6

Save and Sort Custom Graphs: These buttons allow you to save your custom graphs as Preset Tabs
that will appear in the gray bar on your System Analytics page view (see p. 26). This enables you to
generate the same graph in the future with just one click. Options here are “New,” “Save,” “Save As,”
“Rename,” and “Delete” (available in Advanced Analytics only).
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Global Analytics
The Global Analytics page view can be accessed from the “Global Views” drop-down menu. The Global
Analytics interface includes most of the same controls as the System Advanced Analytics display, but the
first window here allows you to choose reporting nodes from your entire portfolio of monitored systems.
This interface allows you to create custom graphs to compare data points across two or more distinct systems.
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String Analytics
String Analytics are available in your Admin Panel if you have included String Level Monitoring in your DECK
Monitoring package for a given system. String Analytics allow you to see individual generation data for every
string in your array.
String Analytics are not available in Global Analytics.

Features of String Analytics
•

Variance Percentage Trigger: The slider control at the lower left corner of the String Analytics page
view allows you to adjust the variance percentage that triggers the String Performance alarm. Note that
the thick blue line on this graph is a visual representation of your variance trigger: a smaller variance
percentage generates a thinner blue line, while a larger variance percentage yields a thicker blue line.

•

Average Sample Group: The drop down menu at the lower left corner of this page view offers three
sample group options:
» Average Current Sensor Only: This option calculates your variation percentage based off the data
set from the selected current sensor only.
» Average Group: This option calculates your variation percentage based off the data sets from all
current sensors that are grouped with your selected current sensor.
» Average All: This option calculates your variation percentage based off the data sets from all current
sensors in your array.

•

Identify Outliers: When this box is checked, strings with generation data that falls outside your specified
acceptable variance percentage will appear as red lines on the graph, and the corresponding box for that
string in the left column list will also appear red. This feature allows you to quickly identify underperforming
strings in your array.
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Tips for Using DECK Analytics
Setting Monthly Performance Baselines
You can manually enter monthly performance values to appear as a baseline in each system’s Analytics interface.
When you enter baseline information, the DECK application will automatically generate an Analytics pre-set
tab for “generation vs. baseline” so you can chart actual reporting values against your baseline with one click.

For information about how to set up your Monthly Performance Baseline, see manual Section 7, pages 76-77.

The Perfromance Baseline tool is a quick and easy way to set monthly performance benchmarks. This tool
does not, however, support data sets with granularity beyond monthly values. To enter data sets with greater
granularity, you can utilize the DECK Virtual Device upload feature:
“Virtual Devices” for Granular Baselines and External Data Sets
When you enter a Virtual Device data set, you will be able to graph those values directly against reported
data by selecting your Virtual Device data set in System Advanced Analytics or in Global Analytics.
Virtual Device data can be used for many purposes:
•

input data for theoretical baselines or performance guarantees which the user can compare to actual
reported data

•

upload historical data into the application

•

manipulate downloaded system data with a formula or a proprietary model (such as an Excel macro),
then re-upload to DECK application as Virtual Device to compare against reported data

•

visualize user-entered data from devices that are not connected to the DECK Monitoring system

The Virtual Device upload feature accepts .csv files. For information about how to upload Virtual Device data
sets, see Section 2, page 20.

